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Operational Projections

Quaker Settlement Cemetery
Financial Analysis
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We are projecting to sell one grave for each of the first two years and two graves in years 3 through S.

b Donations are projected at the previous 5 year average, excluding a one-time $5,000 donation in 2017.
These donations come from families with heritage at the cemetery and they contribute year after year,
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therefore management is very confident that these donations will continue.
c Does not include price increases or associated revenue guaranteed by each sale such as interment fees (4 per space) or
memorial sales.
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EXHIBIT P
Quaker Settlement Restricted Funds Description

Special Account Name

Puroose

Griffen Hall Trust
$100.00 (Initial Balance)

$100 bequest to Quaker Settlement Cemetery
from the Griffen Estate, the income of which
was restricted for the maintenance and upkeep
of the Griffen lot.

Oppenheimer
OSCA-PC-A-SFR-1910

Disoosition of Funds

I

rrhe funds in this account are to be
ransferred to Forest Lawn's perpetual care
fund and to be designated as a "special trust"
o be used for the maintenance and upkeep of
he Griffen lot.
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Forest Lawn PM Investment Policy

THE FOREST LAWN GROUP
PERMANENT MAINTENANCE FUND
INVESTMENT POLICY ST A TEMENT

As ofJune 2016

I. Description
This Investment Policy Statement {IPS) details the oversight and management of the investment
portfolio of the Forest Lawn Group's Pennanent Maintenance Fund assets (collectively, the
"Pennanent Maintenance Fund" or "the Fund").
The Fund's investment objective is to preserve its purchasing power, while providing a continuing and
stable funding source to the perpetual maintenance obligation of the Forest Lawn Group. Mindful of
the limitations imposed by regulations, to accomplish this objective the Permanent Maintenance Fund
seeks to generate a total return that will exceed not only the annual spending needs (as amended from
time to time), but also all expenses associated with managing the fund and the eroding effects of
inflation. It is the intention that all total return (interest income, dividends, realized gains, and
unrealized gains), above and beyond the amount approved for expenditure or distribution, will be
reinvested in the Fund.

II. Investment Objective and Liquidity
Consistent with the NYS Division of Cemeteries regulations, distributions from the Fund are generally
restricted to interest and dividend income. As a result, significant emphasis is placed on achieving a
current yield to meet the on-going funding requirements. Likewise, the Permanent Maintenance Fund
can tolerate only limited short- and intennediate-tenn volatility. To ensure adequate liquidity for
distributions and to facilitate rebalancing, the Investment Committee will conduct a periodic review of
total fund liquidity.
It should be noted that an exception to this general withdrawal rule exists under NYS Division of
Cemeteries regulations titled "Modified Total Return". While this exception allows for withdrawal of
principal under certain conditions, its application is limited. The Investment Committee and
Management may review future application of this rule as required.

Ill. Asset Allocation

To achieve its investment objective, the Fund will allocate among several asset classes balancing the
current yield needs of the fund with the goal of preserving fund purchasing power. Some use of equity
and equity-like investments is likely due to their higher long-term return expectations. Other asset
classes may be added to the Fund to enhance returns, reduce volatility through diversification, and/or
offer a broader investment opportunity set.
The domestic equity segments are intended lo provide long-term growth and offer high expected real
returns and liquidity. The international equity segment is intended to enhance return and control risk
by reducing the Funds' reliance on domestic financial markets. Flexible capital strategics (including
Hedge and Absolute Return Fund of Funds) are employed to offer market comparable returns with
lower expected volatility. Fixed income provides stability and protection in deflationary
environments. Real assets provides the portfolio with a diversified hedge against inflation as well as a
strong yield component. Lastly, Cash provides short-term liquidity and serves as a funding source for
distributions and rebalancing.

The Permanent Maintenance Fund will be diversified both by and within asset classes. The purpose of
diversification is to provide reasonable assurance that no single security, or class of securities, will
have a disproportionate impact on the performance of the total fund. As a result, the risk level
associated with the portfolio investment is reduced.
The Fund's current long-term strategic asset allocation is presented in the following table, which also
lists the long-term policy target allocations for each asset category and the permissible ranges of actual
investment exposure. Policy ranges are intended to be used in conjunction with a disciplined
rebalancing process (Section IV).
Asset Class

Global Equity
Flexible Capital
Core Fixed Income
High Yield Fixed Income
Treasury Inflation Protected Securities

Policy Target

Policy Range

15.0%
20.0%
40.0%
15.0%
10.0%

10-20%
15-25%
35-45%
10-20%
5-15%

Since strategic asset allocation and diversification are the primary tools for risk management, the
implementation of each underlying asset class shall result in risk (measured variously including
volatility and tracking error) and with characteristics (capitalization, style, etc.) similar to the
benchmark for each asset class as described in Section V (i.e. no significant over/underweight based
on capitalization, style, etc). In all cases, the Investment Committee shall not engage in tactical asset
allocation.
IV. Rebalancing

The Investment Committee, in consultation with the Investment Consultant, will review the Fund' s
asset allocation periodically. The Investment Committee will review deviations from asset class policy
targets outside of the allowable ranges at any point in time and if necessary, authorize rebalancing.
Recognizing that actual asset allocation may fall outside of allowable ranges due to capital market
activity during interim periods, the Investment Committee authorizes the Chair of the Committee (or
Chairman of the Board) to initiate rebalancing, in consultation with Staff and the Investment
Consultant.
In general, the Fund's average asset allocation should match the targets listed in the table above. The
Investment Committee recognizes that investing in certain illiquid investments (i.e. primarily Fund of
Funds Hedge Strategies) makes it more challenging to quickly adjust those allocations. As a
consequence of these constraints, deviations from policy targets may occur.
Cash receipts due to the Permanent Maintenance Fund shall be invested as soon as practical and
in accordance with the current asset allocation policy, unless otherwise approved by the
Investment Committee.

V. Performance Evaluation Benchmarks
Benchmarks are useful to gauge the perfonnance of the fund, but they are best viewed over longer
periods, generally three to five years. Benchmarks for each of the broad asset classes are presented in
the table below.
Asset Class
Benchmark
Global Equity
FTSE Global All Cap Index (spliced)
HFRI Fund of Funds Conservative Index
Flexible Capital
Core Fixed Income
BB US Aggregate Index
High Yield Fixed Income
BB US Corporate High Yield
BB US Treasury Inflation Notes Index
Treasury Inflation Protected Securities

The Permanent Maintenance Fund will be compared by the independent investment advisor to its
Policy Benchmark, which represents the optimal "Policy Portfolio" selected by the Investment
Committee. The Policy Benchmark is defined as the sum total of all the policy target weights for each
of the asset classes multiplied by the returns of their respective benchmarks. Significant performance
deviations from the Policy Benchmark will be explained by the independent investment advisor and
appropriate actions taken if necessary.
In addition to the Permanent Maintenance Fund and asset-class benchmarking, all managers within
each asset class will be compared to their own relevant style index benchmarks. While a horizon of at
least three years is the preferred comparison period, significant short-term differences will be
highlighted and, if warranted, action steps recommended to the Investment Committee.
VI. . Manager Selection and Monitoring

The Investment Committee, in consultation with the Investment Consultant, will select, and monitor
external managers to invest the assets of the Permanent Maintenance Fund.
The Forest Lawn Group seeks managers who demonstrate effective strategies, sustainable advantages,
and high-quality organizational structures. The Permanent Maintenance Fund expects its active
managers to generate superior, relative risk-adjusted performance, net of all expenses. Passive
mandates may be used in more efficient (occasionally in less efficient) segments of the capital
markets, for the purpose of gaining market exposure. The Investment Committee shall determine the
respective maximum allocations to single, active managers.
Attractive firm characteristics include:
• strong reputation in the marketplace and a meaningful, high-quality, institutional client base;
• aligned interests (e.g. significant amount of principal/employee dollars invested in the funds);
• stable and experienced professional team and principals/employees own equity in the finn;
• controlled growth and a manageable level of assets under management; and
• competitive long-term performance among peers.
The Investment Consultant will conduct extensive due diligence prior to recommending each external
manager to the Investment Committee. Evaluations typically include meetings with key personnel and
at least one on-site visit to the principal office. Research also includes reviews of audited financial
statements, reference checks with other clients and business associates, and comparison to competitors.
When deemed appropriate, background checks will be conducted. Staff

and consultant will use their respective networks of contacts to gain further confirmation of a
manager's abilities and business practices. New firms have additional business risk and are subject to
a more rigorous level of due diligence and more stringent ongoing monitoring. Selection of
investment managers is not geographically restricted.
The ongoing review and analysis, both quantitative and qualitative, of existing investment managers is
just as important as the due diligence implemented during the manager selection process. In addition to
performance measurement noted below, staff and/or the Investment Consultant will monitor for
consistent implementation of investment strategy and philosophy, appropriate risk controls, adherence
to any stated guidelines, and any material changes in the manager's organization and/or personnel.

The performance of the Permanent Maintenance Fund's investment managers will be actively
monitored by Staff and/or the Investment Consultant, who will report any meaningful observations
and performance deviations to the Investment Committee in a timely manner. Quarterly performance
will be evaluated against appropriate benchmarks and peer universes, but emphasis will be placed on
relative performance over longer investment periods.
The Investment Consultant shall recommend corrective action including, but not limited to,
tem1ination of a manager with approval of the Investment Committee as deems it appropriate at any
time. Corrective action typically occurs as a result of meaningful organizational or process-related
change, and, in some cases, sustained relative underperfonnance. Significant short-tcnn
underperformance will also trigger a review.
Manager fees are expected to be reasonable. Incentive performance fees are common in the illiquid
asset categories and, in some cases, more traditional asset classes.

VII. Duties and Responsibilities of the Investment Managers

Investment managers retained by the Forest Lawn Group are expected to comply with the following
list of duties and responsibilities. These items will be communicated in writing to all retained
managers, along with any specific guidelines or constraints to the investment mandate.
•
Promptly inform the Investment Committee and staff in writing regarding all significant
and/or material matters and changes pertaining to the investment of Fund assets, including, but not
limited to:
o
o
o
o
o

investment strategy
professional staff
portfolio structure
guideline changes
tactical approaches

o all SEC and other regulatory agency
o ownership/organizational structure proceedings
affecting the firm
o financial condition

•
Promptly vote all proxies and related actions in a manner consistent with the long-term
interests and objectives of the Permanent Maintenance Fund set forth herein. Each manager shall keep
detailed records of said voting of proxies and related actions and will comply with all regulatory
obligations related thereto.

•
Utilize the same care, skill, prudence and due diligence under the circumstances then prevailing
that experienced investment professionals acting, in a like capacity and fully familiar with such matters
would use in like activities for like funds with like aims in accordance and compliance with applicable
local, state, and federal laws, rules, and regulations, including but not limited to, those pertaining to
fiduciary duties and responsibilities.

VIII. Use of Derivatives and Leverage

In general, the Permanent Maintenance Fund will not make direct use of derivatives or leverage.
However, the Care Fund may have exposure through certain investment managers, such as those in the
Private Equity, Flexible Capital, and Real Assets. When prudently used, derivative instruments and
strategies can be an important element of general portfolio management. Derivatives offer investment
management firms effective alternatives to trading physical securities, provided firms have the
technical knowledge of the market factors, the quantitative skills to analyze the securities over a range
of scenarios and the ability to determine reasonable valuation before purchasing. Portfolio
management agreements or manager guidelines must explicitly authorize the use of derivatives, or
clearly state when their use is permitted.

IX. Spending and Distribution Policy

Spending is guided by several factors including NYS Division of Cemeteries regulation and the value
of the portfolio. Generally, the Board will approve a spending policy limiting annual expenditures for
permanent maintenance in accordance with operating requirements but not to exceed interest and
dividend income.

X. Conflict of Interest
If any member of the Investment Committee, staff, or the Investment Consultant shall have, or appear
to have, a conflict of interest that impairs or appears to impair the respective member's ability to
exercise independent and unbiased judgment in the good faith discharge of his or her duties, he or she
shall disclose such conflicts prior to meaningful discussion. All parties must also comply with any
other conflicts of interest policies adopted by the Forest Lawn Group.

XI. Implementation

In order to keep the Investment Policy Statement current, this information is subject to no less than
annual review.

XII. story
2006/2007
In furtherance of its Care Funding Plan adopted by the Cemetery Trustees on October 24, 2006, the
Forest Lawn Group appointed an Investment Consultant (Prime, Buchholz & Associates; "PB&A")
following a competitive RFP process. PB&A undertook a review of the current asset allocation of the
Care Fund (including a review of NYS regulation) as well as a review of current and historical
investment performance.
As a result of its review, PB&A recommended a change to asset allocation, focusing on significantly
reducing portfolio volatility while continuing to provide sufficient income to fund operating needs (in
compliance with NYS regulations) and maintaining fund purchasing power. The recommended asset
allocation included a new allocation to Hedge Strategies and PB&A led the Committee through a
detailed education and due diligence process including presentations from prospective managers. As a
result, the Committee (and Board) approved the Permanent Maintenance Fund asset allocation as:

Flexible Capital
Core Fixed Income
High Yield Fixed Income
Treasury Inflation Protected Securities

35.0%
45 .0%
10.0%
10.0%

Following the asset allocation review, PB&A reviewed current and prospective investment
managers/funds for each mandate. Upon recommendation, the Committee approved appointment of
several new investment managers/funds.

2016
In January, Staff has provided a target cash requirement including support to the operating budget (~
$450K) as well as capital investment(:::: $250K). Based on an objective of providing on-going income
(interest and dividends) of approximately $700K along with the potential of additional growth. As a
result, PB&A recommended a change to asset allocation, focusing on increasing the expected
geometric return, while also increasing the income to fund operating needs (in compliance with NYS
regulations) and maintaining fund purchasing power. The recommended asset allocation included an
allocation to Global Equity, increase high yield, reduce fixed income. Additionally, PB&A
recommended that the asset allocation targets be reviewed [not less than] every two years. Due to the
sensitivity of the portfolio objective to current yields, a significant change in projected income should
trigger review of targets. As a result, the Committee (and Board) approved the Permanent Maintenance
Fund asset allocation as:

Global Equity
Flexible Capital
Core Fixed Income
High Yield Fixed Income
Treasury Inflation Protected Securities

15.0%
20.0%
40.0%
15.0%
10.0%

Exhibit V
Forest Lawn Endowed Care
Investment Policy

THE FOREST LAWN GROUP
Endowed Care Fund
INVESTMENT POLICY STATEMENT
As ofApril 2011

I.

Description

This Investment Policy Statement (IPS) details the oversight and management of the investment portfolio
of the Forest Lawn Group's Endowed Care assets (collectively, the "Endowed Care Fund" or the "Fund").
The Endowed Care Fund's investment objective is to preserve its purchasing power, while providing a
continuing and stable funding source to the perpetual maintenance obligation of the various endowed care
lots at The Forest Lawn Group. Mindful of the limitations imposed by regulations, to accomplish this
objective the Endowed Care Fund seeks to generate a total return that will exceed not only the annual
spending needs (as amended from time to time), but also all expenses associated with managing the fund
and the eroding effects of inflation. It is the intention that all total return (interest income, dividends,
realized gains, and unrealized gains), above and beyond the amount approved for expenditure or
distribution, will be reinvested in the Endowed Care Fund.

II.

Investment Objective and Liquidity

Consistent with the NYS Division of Cemeteries regulations, distributions from the Endowed Care Fund
are generally restricted to interest and dividend income. As a result, significant emphasis is placed on
achieving a current yield to meet the on-going funding requirements. Likewise, the Endowed Care Fund
can tolerate only limited short- and intennediate-term volatility. To ensure adequate liquidity for
distributions and to facilitate rebalancing, the Investment Committee will conduct a periodic review of
total fund liquidity.

It should be noted that an exception to this general withdrawal rule exists under NYS Division of
Cemeteries regulations titled "Modified Total Return". While this exception allows for withdrawal of
principal under certain conditions, its application is limited. The Investment Committee and Management
may review future application of this rule as required.

11 l.

Asset Allocation

To achieve its investment objective, the Endowed Care Fund will allocate among several asset classes
balancing the current yield needs of the fund with the goal preserving fund purchasing power. Some use
of equity and equity-like investments are likely due to their higher long-tenn return expectations. Other
asset classes may be added to the Fund to enhance returns, reduce volatility through diversification,
and/or offer a broader investment opportunity set.
The domestic equity segments are intended to provide long-term growth and offer high expected real
returns and liquidity. The international equity segment is intended to enhance return and control risk by
reducing the Funds' reliance on domestic financial markets. Flexible Capital strategies (including Hedge
and Absolute Return Fund of Funds) are employed to offer market comparable returns with lower
expected volatility. Fixed income provides stability and protection in deflationary environments.
Inflation hedging assets provide the portfolio with a diversified hedge against inflation as well as a strong
yield component. Lastly, Cash provides short-term liquidity and serves as a funding source for
distributions and rebalancing.
The Endowed Care Fund will be diversified both by and within asset classes. The purpose of
diversification is to provide reasonable assurance that no single security, or class of securities, will have a
disproportionate impact on the performance of the total fund. As a result, the risk level associated with
the portfolio investment is reduced.

The Endowed Care Fund's current long-tenn strategic asset allocation is presented in the following table,
which also lists the long-tenn policy target allocations for each asset category and the permissible ranges
of actual investment exposure. Policy ranges are intended to be used in conjunction with a disciplined
rebalancing process (Section IV).
Asset Class

Policy
Target

Policy
Range

Flexible Capital

28.0%

18-38%

Global Public Equity

7.0%

4-10%

Intermediate Term Treasury

35.0%

25-45%

Investment Grade Bond

10.0%

5-15%

High Yield Fixed Income

10.0%

5-15%

Treasury Inflation Protected Securities

10.0%

5- 15%

Since strategic asset allocation and diversification are the primary tools for risk management, the
implementation of each underlying asset class shall result in risk (measured variously including volatility
and tracking error) and with characteristics (capitalization, style, etc.) similar to the benchmark for each
asset class as described in Section V (i.e. no significant over/underweight based on capitalization, style,
etc). In all cases, the Investment Committee shall not engage in tactical asset allocation.

IV.

Rebalancing

The Investment Committee, in consultation with the Investment Consultant, will review the Fund's asset
allocation periodically. The Investment Committee will review deviations from asset class policy targets
outside of the allowable ranges at any point in time and if necessary, authorize rebalancing. Recognizing
that actual asset allocation may fall outside of allowable ranges due to capital market activity during
interim periods, the Investment Committee authorizes the Chair of the Committee ( or Chairman of the
Board) to initiate rebalancing, in consultation with Staff and the Investment Consultant.
In general, the Endowed Care Fund's average asset allocation should match the targets listed in the table
above. The Investment Committee recognizes that investing in certain illiquid investments (i .e. primarily
Fund of Funds Hedge Strategies) makes it more challenging to quickly adjust those allocations. As a
consequence of these constraints, deviations from policy targets may occur.
Cash receipts due to the Endowed Care Fund shall be invested as soon as practical and in accordance with
the current asset allocation policy, unless otheiwise approved by the Investment Committee.

V.

Performance Evaluation Benchmarks

Benchmarks are useful to gauge the perfonnance of the fund, but they are best viewed over longer
periods, generally three - to five years. Benchmarks for each of the broad asset classes are presented in the
table below.

Asset Class

Flexible Capital
Global Public Equity
Intennediate Term Treasury
Investment Grade Bond
High Yield Fixed Income
Treasury Inflation Protected Securities

Benchmark

HFRI Fund of Funds Conservative Index
MSCI AC World Index
BC US Treasury 5-10 Year Index
BC U.S. Credit 5-10 Year Index
BC High Yield Index
BC US Treasury Inflation Notes Index

The Endowed Care Fund will be compared by the Investment Consultant to its Policy Benchmark, which
represents the optimal "Policy Portfolio" selected by the Investment Committee. The Policy Benchmark
is defined as the sum total of all the policy target weights for each of the asset classes multiplied by the
returns of their respective benchmarks. Significant performance deviations from the Policy Benchmark
will be explained by the independent investment advisor and appropriate actions taken if necessary.

In addition to the Endowed Care Fund and asset-class benchmarking, all managers within each asset class
will be compared to their own relevant style index benchmarks. While a horizon of at least three years is
the preferred comparison period, significant short-tenn differences will be highlighted and, if warranted,
action steps recommended to the Investment Committee.

VI.

Manager Selection and Monitoring

The Investment Committee, in consultation with the Investment Consultant, will select, and monitor
external managers to invest the assets of the Trust Fund.
The Forest Lawn Group seeks managers who demonstrate effective strategics, sustainable advantages,
and high-quality organizational structures. The Endowed Care Fund expects its active managers to
generate superior, relative risk-adjusted performance, net of all expenses. Passive mandates may be used
in more efficient (occasionally in less efficient) segments of the capital markets, for the purpose of
gaining market exposure. The Investment Committee shall determine the respective maximum
allocations to single, active managers.
Attractive firm characteristics include:
• strong reputation in the marketplace and a meaningful, high-quality, institutional client base:
• aligned interests (e.g. significant amount of principal/employee dollars invested in the funds);
• stable and experienced professional team and principals/employees own equity in the firm
• controlled growth and a manageable level of assets under management: and
• competitive long-term performance among peers.
The Investment Consultant will conduct extensive due diligence prior to recommending each external
manager to the Investment Committee. Evaluations typically include meetings with key personnel and at
least one on-site visit to the principal office. Research also includes reviews of audited financial
statements, reference checks with other clients and business associates, and comparison to competitors.
When deemed appropriate, background checks will be conducted. Staff and consultant will usc their
respective networks of contacts to gain further confinnation of a prospective manager's abilities and

business practices. New firms have additional business risk and are subject to a more rigorous level of
due diligence and more stringent ongoing monitoring. Selection of investment managers is not
geographically restricted.
The ongoing review and analysis, both quantitative and qualitative, of existing investment managers is
just as important as the due diligence implemented during the manager selection process. In addition to
performance measurement noted below, staff and/or the Investment Consultant will monitor for consistent
implementation of investment strategy and philosophy, appropriate risk controls, adherence to any stated
guidelines, and any material changes in the manager's organization and/or personnel.
The performance of the Tnist Fund's investment managers will be actively monitored by Staff and/or the
Investment Consultant, who will report any meaningful observations and perfonnance deviations to the
Investment Committee in a timely manner. Quarterly perfonnance will be evaluated against appropriate
benchmarks and peer universes, but emphasis will be placed on relative performance over longer
investment periods.
The Investment Consultant shall recommend corrective action including, but not limited to, tem1ination of
a manager with approval of the Investment Committee as deems it appropriate at any time. Corrective
action typically occurs as a result of meaningful organizational or process-related change, and, in some
cases, sustained relative underperfonnance. Significant short-term underperformance will also trigger a
review.
Manager fees are expected to be reasonable. Incentive performance fees are common in the illiquid asset
categories and, in some cases, more traditional asset classes.

Vil.

Duties and Responsibilities of the Investment Managers

Investment managers retained by the Forest Lawn Group are expected to comply with the following list of
duties and responsibilities. These items will be communicated in writing by the Investment Consultant to
all retained managers, along with any specific guidelines or constraints to the investment mandate.
•

Promptly inform the Investment Committee and staff in writing regarding all significant and/or
material matters and changes pertaining to the investment of Fund assets, including, but not limited
to:
o investment strategy
o portfolio structure
o tactical approaches
o ownership/organizational structure
o financial condition
o professional staff
o guideline changes
o all SEC and other regulatory agency proceedings affecting the firm

•

Promptly vote all proxies and related actions in a manner consistent with the long-term interests and
objectives of the Endowed Care Fund set forth herein. Each manager shall keep detailed records of
said voting of proxies and related actions and will comply with all regulatory obligations related
thereto.

•

Utilize the same care, skill, prudence and due diligence under the circumstances then prevailing that
experienced investment professionals acting, in a like capacity and fully familiar with such matters
would use in like activities for like funds with like aims in accordance and compliance with

applicable local, state, and federal laws, rules, and regulations, including but not limited to, those
pertaining to fiduciary duties and responsibilities.

VIII.

Use of Derivatives and Leverage

In general, the Trust Fund will not make direct use of derivatives or leverage. However, the Tmst Fund
may have exposure through certain investment managers, such as those in the Private Equity, Flexible
Capital, and Inflation Hedging. When prudently used, derivative instruments and strategics can be an
important clement of general portfolio management. Derivatives offer investment management firms
effective alternatives to trading physical securities, provided firms have the technical knowledge of the
market factors, the quantitative skills to analyze the securities over a range of scenarios and the ability to
determine reasonable valuation before purchasing. Portfolio management agreements or manager
guidelines must explicitly authorize the use of derivatives, or clearly state when their use is pennitted.

IX.

Spending and Distribution Policy

Spending is guided by several factors including NYS Division of Cemeteries regulation and the value of
the portfolio. Generally, the Board will approve a spending policy limiting annual expenditures for
permanent maintenance in accordance with operating requirements but not to exceed interest and
dividend income.

X.

Conflict of Interest

If any member of the Investment Committee, staff, or the Investment Consultant shall have, or appear to
have, a conflict of interest that impairs or appears to impair the respective member's ability to exercise
independent and unbiased judgment in the good faith discharge of his or her duties, he or she shall
disclose such conflicts prior to meaningful discussion. All parties must also comply with any other
conflicts of interest policies adopted by the Forest Lawn Group.

XI.

Implementation

In order to keep the Investment Policy Statement current, this information is subject to no less than annual
review.

XII.

History

2006/2007
In furtherance of its Care Funding Plan adopted by the Cemetery Trustees on October 26, 2006, The
Forest Lawn Group appointed an Investment Consultant (Prime, Buchholz & Associates; "PB&A") on
November 28, 2006, following a competitive RFP process. PB&A undertook a review of the current
asset allocation of the Endowed Care Fund (including a review of NYS regulation) as well as a review of
current and historical investment performance.
At that time, it was determined that the Endowed Care Fund asset allocation and investment management
(Alliance Bernstein) would remain unchanged.

2009

As a result of subsequent undcrpcrformance and other factors related to Alliance Bernstein and the
committee's desire to manage the Endowed Care Fund consistent with the Permanent Maintenance Fund,
PB&A recommended a change to asset allocation, focusing on significantly reducing portfolio volatility
while continuing to provide sufficient income to fund operating needs (in compliance with NYS
regulations) and maintaining fund purchasing power. The recommended asset allocation included a new
allocation to Hedge Strategies. As a result, the Committee (and Board) approved the Endowed Care
(Trust) Fund asset allocation as:
Flexible Capital

28.0%

Global Public Equity

7.0%

Intermediate Term Treasury

35.0%

Investment Grade Bond

10.0%

High Yield Fixed Income

10.0%

Treasury Inflation Protected Securities

10.0%

Following the asset allocation review, PB&A reviewed current and prospective investment
managers/funds for each mandate. Upon recommendation, the Committee approved appointment of
several new investment managers/funds.

Exhibit W
Certificate of Merger

CERTIFICATE OF MERGER

OF
THE BUFFALO CITY CEMETERY, INC.
(a New York cemetery corporation)
AND
QUAKER SETTLEMENT CEMETERY ASSOCIATION
(a New York cemetery corporation)
INTO
THE BUFFALO CITY CEMETERY, INC.
(a New York cemetery corporation)

Article I.

UNDER SECTION 904 OF THE NOT-FOR-PROFIT
CORPORATION LAW
The constituent corporations to the merger are as follows:

Section 1.01 The Buffalo City Cemetery, Inc., d/b/a Forest Lawn ("Forest Lawn"), a
New York cemetery corporation.
Section 1.02 Quaker Settlement Cemetery Association (the "Association"), a New York
cemetery corporation.
Article IL

The name of the surviving corporation is "The Buffalo City Cemetery, Inc."

Article III .
As to each constituent corporation, the following is a description of the members
of the constituent corporations:
Section 3.01 The members of Forest Lawn are the lot owners (as defined in Section
1512 of the Not-for-Profit Corporation Law) of Forest Lawn Cemetery in Buffalo,
New York and the other cemeteries in the Forest Lawn Group, including any and
all others added from time to time.
Section 3 .02 The members of the Association are the lot owners (as defined in Section
1512 of the Not-for-Profit Corporation Law) of Quaker Settlement Cemetery in
Orangeville, New York.
Section 3.03 Neither entity has any holders of any certificates evidencing capital
contributions or subventions.

Article IV.
No amendments or changes to the Certificate oflncorporation of the surviving
corporation shall be effected by the merger.
The merger shall be effective on the date that this Certificate of Merger is filed by
Article V.
the Department of State.
Article VI.
The certificate of incorporation of Forest Lawn was filed with Erie County on
November 21, 1864 and a certificate of type for Fore st Lawn was filed with the New
York Department of State on November 16, 1970.
Article VII. The certificate of incorporation of the Association was filed with Wyoming
County on May 25, 1907.
Article VIII. The plan of merger was approved by the board of trustees of Forest Lawn on June
15, 2021, and by the members ofForest Lawn on [DATE], and by the board of trustees of
the Association on April 23, 2021 and by the members of the Association on [DATE] 4 .

[signatures follow on the next page]

~

Note: Per direction from the Division of Cemeteries, lot owner meetings to approve the Plan of Merger will be
held after review and approval of this petition by the Cemetery Board.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have, on behalf of their respective corporations,
subscribed this Certificate of Merger effective as of the _ day of ____, 2021.

THE BUFFALO CITY CEMETERY, INC.

By:

----------------Joseph P. Dispenza, President

QUAKER SETTLEMENT CEMETERY
ASSOCIATION

By:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~ - - ~ ~ [NAME, TITLE]

(Signature Page to the Certificate of Merger of Quaker Settlement and Forest Lawn]

CERTIFICATE OF MERGER
OF
THE BUFFALO CITY CEMETERY, INC.
(a New York cemetery corporation)
AND
QUAKER SETTLEMENT CEMETERY ASSOCIATION
(a New York cemetery corporation)
INTO
THE BUFFALO CITY CEMETERY, INC.
(a New York cemetery corporation)

Under Section 904 of the Not-for-Profit Corporation Law

Filed by:
Courtney Scanlon
HODGSON RUSS, LLP
The Guaranty Building
140 Pearl Street, Suite 100
Buffalo, New York 14202

Exhibit X
Draft Verified Petition to Supreme Court

STATE OF NEW YORK
SUPREME COURT: COUNTY OF ERIE

In the Matter of the Application of
VERIFIED PETITION
THE BUFF ALO CITY CEMETERY,
INC. (d/b/a Forest Lawn)

Index No.- - - - - -

and
QUAKER SETTLEMENT CEMETERY
ASSOCIATION,

Petitioners
For an Order Approving Their Plan of
Merger Under Section 907-a of the Not-forProftt Corporation Law and Authorizing the
Filing of a Certificate of Merger under
Section 904 of the Not-for-Profit
Corporation Law, and for Approval of a
Transfer of Funds to the Surviving
Corporation

TO THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF ERIE:
Petitioners, THE BUFFALO CITY CEMETERY, INC. d/b/a Forest Lawn (hereinafter
"Forest Lawn") and QUAKER SETTLEMENT CEMETERY ASSOCIATION (hereinafter the
"Association") for their Verified Petition herein respectfully allege:
1.

Petitioners desire to effectuate a merger pursuant to which the Association shall be
merged with and into Forest Lawn, with Forest Lawn being the Surviving Corporation
(the "Surviving Corporation").

2.

The constituent corporations to the merger are as follow:
a.

Petitioner Forest Lawn, formed under the name THE BUFFALO CITY
CEMETERY, INC., is a cemetery corporation formed as a not-for-profit
corporation and duly organized and existing under the Not-for-Profit Corporation
Law of the State of New York ("NPCL"), with its office located at 1411 Delaware
Avenue, Buffalo, NY 14209. A copy of the Certificate oflncorporation of Forest
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Lawn, and any amendments thereto, is attached as Exhibit A. A copy of the
Bylaws of Forest Lawn is attached as Exhibit B.
b.

Petitioner Association, formed under the name QUAKER SETTLEMENT
CEMETERY ASSOCIATION, is a cemetery corporation duly organized and
existing under the NPCL, with an office located at 4899 Brown Road, Leicester,
New York 14481. A copy of the Certificate of Incorporation of Association, and
any amendments thereto, is attached as Exhibit C. A copy of the Bylaws of
Association is attached as Exhibit D.

c.

The name of the Surviving Corporation is "The Buffalo City Cemetery, Inc." The
Surviving Corporation shall continue as a corporation organized under the
Certificate of Incorporation of Forest Lawn and shall be governed by the Bylaws
of Forest Lawn.

3.

Forest Lawn currently maintains and has under its care public cemeteries located in the
following New York municipalities: Buffalo, Hamburg, West Seneca, and Williamsville.

4.

Association currently maintains and has under its care a public cemetery located in the
Town of Orangeville, Wyoming County, New York.

5.

The trustees of Forest Lawn and the trustees of Association are listed in Exhibits E and .E,
respectively. The trustees of Forest Lawn shall be the trustees of the Surviving
Corporation.

6.

The following is a description of the members of the constituent corporations:

7.

1

a.

The members of Forest Lawn are the lot owners (as defined in Section 1S12 of the
NPCL) of Forest Lawn Cemetery in Buffalo, New York and the other cemeteries
in the Forest Lawn Group, including any and all others added from time to time.

b.

The members of Association are the lot owners (as defined in Section 1512 of the
NPCL) of Quaker Settlement Cemetery in Orangeville, New York.

The Plan of Merger attached as Exhibit G (the "Plan of Merger") was adopted by the
Board of Trustees of Forest Lawn (the "Forest Lawn Board") at a meeting of the Forest
Lawn Board duly called and held in accordance with law on June 15, 2021 and by the
members of Forest Lawn at a meeting of the lot owners duly called and held in
accordance with law on [DA TE] 1• (No/_J votes against the adoption of the resolution
approving the Plan of Merger were cast at either the Forest Lawn Board meeting or the
Forest Lawn lot owners' meeting at which the resolution was adopted. Copies of the
Forest Lawn Board and lot owner resolutions approving the Plan of Merger are attached
as Exhibits Hand!, respectively.

Note: Per direction from the Division of Cemeteries, lot owner meetings to approve the Plan of Merger will be
held after review and approval of this petition by the Cemetery Board.

8.

The Plan of Merger was adopted by the Board of Trustees of Association (the
"Association Board") at a meeting duly called and held in accordance with law on April
23, 2021 and by the members of Association at a meeting of the lot owners duly called
and held in accordance with law on [DATE]2. [No/_J votes against the adoption of the
resolution approving the Plan of Merger was cast at the Association Board meeting, and
one vote was cast against adoption of the Plan of Merger at the Association lot owners'
meeting at which the resolution was adopted. Copies of the Association Board and lot
owner resolutions approving the Plan of Merger are attached as Exhibits J and K,
respectively.

9.

The purposes and activities of Forest Lawn are the operation of cemeteries. The purposes
and activities of Association are the operation of a cemetery. The object and purpose of
the merger is to promote the purposes of both entities by joining Association with a
grouping of multiple, geographically close cemeteries in a "cluster" of cemeteries owned
and managed by Forest Lawn as the Surviving Corporation. Through this "cluster"
approach, it is the object and purpose of the merger to achieve a critical mass of
endowment and revenue dollars, under the direction of the Surviving Corporation's
specific skill sets and professional experience in critical operating disciplines, so that the
cluster cemetery group will be managed more effectively for revenue growth, economies
of scale and cost reduction. This, in turn, will help to modernize the operations of the
Quaker Settlement Cemetery, streamline its costs and administrative burdens, and
ultimately position the Surviving Corporation to better address the need for financially
and operationally strong nonprofit regulated cemeteries in New York, and for the benefit
of the lot owners and the public at large.

I 0.

Forest Lawn's statement of all property, and the manner in which it is held, and of all
liabilities and of the amount and sources of the annual income of Forest Lawn is attached
as Exhibit L in the form of its most recent annual report filed with the New York State
Division of Cemeteries.

11.

Association's statement of all property, and the manner in which it is held, and of all
liabilities and of the amount and sources of the annual income is attached as Exhibit Min
the form of its most recent annual report filed with the New York State Division of
Cemeteries.

12.

This merger is permitted by Sections 901, 1506, and 1506-d of the NPCL.

13.

Attached as Exhibit N is the approval of the New York State Cemetery Board.

14.

Attached as Exhibit O is that certain Merger Agreement dated July 12, 2021 entered into
by and between the constituent corporations.

15.

Forest Lawn holds restricted funds, including funds in the nature of permanent
maintenance funds mandated by Section 1507(a) of the NPCL, and as described in the
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Note: Per direction from the Division of Cemeteries, lot owner meetings to approve the Plan of Merger will be
held after review and approval of this petition by the Cemetery Board.

financial statements set forth in Exhibit L. No restricted funds will be required to be
returned transferred or conveyed to any third party by reason of the merger.
16.

Association holds restricted funds, including funds in the nature of permanent
maintenance funds mandated by Section 1507(a) of the NPCL, and as described in the
financial statements set forth in Exhibit M.

17.

Upon the closing of the merger (which shall be the filing date of the Certificate of
Merger, or such other date as may be specified there), Forest Lawn shall combine the
Association's permanent maintenance funds with its existing permanent maintenance
fund. The combined funds will be used for the continued perpetual maintenance of
Quaker Settlement Cemetery and Forest Lawn's other cemetery properties. The
combination of the Association's permanent maintenance funds with Forest Lawn
permanent maintenance fund will benefit Quaker Settlement Cemetery and Forest Lawn's
existing cemetery locations by increasing the overall amount of funds available for future
maintenance.

18.

Association holds restricted funds in a certain account designated by Association as
"special trust funds" as described in the financial statements set forth in Exhibit M (the
"Special Account"). The Special Account is in the nature of perpetual care funds, as
further described on Exhibit P.

19.

The Petitioners request that upon the closing of the merger, that Forest Lawn shall
combine the Special Account with and into the Forest Lawn perpetual care fund, as
described on Exhibit P. The combined funds will be used for the continued care of the
designated lot Quaker Settlement Cemetery and Forest Lawn's other cemetery properties,
consistent with the requirements set forth in the instruments related thereto.

20.

Upon the closing of the merger, Forest Lawn will assume unrestricted title and interest in
all assets and assume all liabilities of the Association, including, but not limited to the
right to access, transfer and use any funds of the Association.

WHEREFORE, Petitioners request an Order of this Court, in the proposed form
attached as Exhibit 0. pursuant to Section 907-a of the Not-for-Profit Corporation Law,
approving the Plan of Merger attached as Exhibit G and authorizing the filing of a Certificate of
Merger, a copy of which is attached as Exhibit R, and, as of the effective date of the merger,
approving the assumption of all assets and liabilities of the Association, including, but not
limited to, the transfer of the Association's permanent maintenance funds to the Forest Lawn
permanent maintenance fund, the combination of the Special Account with and into the Forest
Lawn perpetual care fund, and for such other and further relief as may be appropriate.

[SIGNATURE PAGE FOLLOWS]

VERIFICATION

STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF ERIE

)
:SS.
)

I, the undersigned, Joseph Dispenza, being duly sworn, depose and say:
I am the President of The Buffalo City Cemetery, Inc., one of the petitioners named in the above
Petition. I reside at _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. I have read the foregoing Petition
and know the contents thereof, and the same is true of my own knowledge.

Joseph Dispenza

Sworn to me this _ __ _ day of
, 2021
-------

Notary Public

VERIFICATION

STATEOFNEWYORK
COUNTY OF WYOMING

)
:SS.
)

I, the undersigned, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _, being duly sworn, depose and say:
I am the _ _ _ ___ of Quaker Settlement Cemetery Association, one of the petitioners
named in the above Petition. I reside at _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. I have read
the foregoing Petition and know the contents thereof, and the same is true of my own knowledge.

Name:

Sworn to me this _ _ _ _ day of
_ _ _ _ _ ,2021

Notary Public

Exhibit V
Proposed Supreme Court Order

At the Supreme Court of the State of New York,
held in and for the County of Erie at
- - - - - - -, New York, on - - - ·- , 2021.

STA TE OF NEW YORK
SUPREME COURT : EIGHTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT

In the Matter of the Application
of
THE BUFFALO CITY CEMETERY, INC.
(d/b/a Forest Lawn), a New York Cemetery
Corporation
and

ORDER APPROVING
PLAN OF MERGER AND
CERTIFICATE OF MERGER
AND TRANSFER OF FUNDS

Index No.:

-----

QUAKER SETTLEMENT CEMETERY
ASSOCIATION, a New York Cemetery
Corporation

In Support of an Order Approving Their Plan of
Merger under Section 907-a of the Not-for-Profit
Corporation Law and Authorizing the Filing of a
Certificate of Merger under Section 904 of the
Not-for-Profit Corporation Law, and for Approval
of a Transfer of Funds to the Surviving
Corporation

Upon reading the Verified Petition of The Buffalo City Cemetery, Inc. (d/b/a Forest Lawn)
("Forest Lawn") and Quaker Settlement Cemetery Association ("Association"}, verified on the _
and the _ days of _ __ _, 2021, and the exhibits attached thereto, and the governing Boards
and members of both corporations having approved the Plan of Merger, and all required
governmental approvals having been obtained for the merger, and Petitioners having duly served
notice upon the Attorney General of the State of New York and the Attorney General of the State
of New York having no objection to the requested merger, and neither of the Petitioners nor any
third party having raised with the Court any objections to the proposed merger, and the Court
having given due consideration hereto, and it appearing to the satisfaction of the Court that the
provisions of Article 9 and Article 15 of the Not-for-Profit Corporation Law of the State of New
York (the HNPCL"), including Sections 907-a, 1506, and 1506-d of the NPCL, as applicable to the
merger of not-for-profit corporations have been complied with, and that the interests of the
constituent corporations and the public interest would not be adversely affected by the merger of

the petitioning corporations;
Now, upon motion of the Petitioners, it is hereby:
ORDERED, that the Plan of Merger is approved and the Certificate of Merger is
authorized to be filed with the Department of State and with the County of Wyoming in which the
Association is located; and it is further
ORDERED, that as of the effective date of the merger, Forest Lawn, as surviving
corporation, will assume unrestricted title and interest in all assets and assume all liabilities of the
Association, including, but not limited to, the right to access, transfer and use and funds of the
Association and (i) the Association's permanent maintenance funds be transferred to Forest
Lawn's existing permanent maintenance fund, and (ii) the Association's special trust funds shall
be transferred to Forest Lawn's existing perpetual care fund, as described in the Petitioners'
Verified Petition; and it is further
ORDERED, that a signed copy of this Order shall be sent to the New York State Attorney
General's office; and it is further
ORDERED, that a copy of the Certificate of Merger as filed with the Department of State
of New York shall be sent to the New York State Attorney General's office.

ENTER:

Justice of the Supreme Court

Date

EXHIBIT 3

EXHIBIT 4

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

David F. Fleming
Polishook, Lewis (DOS)
Young, Alicia (DOS); DeYoung, Karen KD (DOS)
RE: Quaker Settlement
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 3:03:21 PM

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Lewis,
Please see responses to Quaker Settlement below.
Thank you.
David

1. There is less than a quarter of an acre left for development and sale. How will this benefit
Forest Lawn?

·         As we all realize, full body interment is and continues to fade away as the
primary source of cemetery revenues, Cremation has replaced this. In ¼ of an
acre, 225 traditional graves in today’s market are actually 900 cremation spaces
or 225 casket spaces and 675 cremation spaces for direct heirs and unlimited
cremated pet interments in these spaces.
·         In this new age of cremation, selling space is secondary to creating service fee
income opportunities. This provides a gold age of opportunity for all
cemeteries who market themselves specifically to the cremation customer. At
Forest Lawn, we have found great success and we will deploy these same
measures at all mergers cemeteries. These cremation related initiatives have
been met with great excitement at the many lot owners meetings we attend at
the cemeteries.
·         We will duplicate what we have done at the Forest Group for many years, and
that is to market for prospective lot owners and retrospectively to all lot owners
and heirs with the notion of our expanded burial rights- one casket and three
urns or four urns in every grave. This means every grave sold carries four
burial rights, thus less of a need to buy more than one grave, and each grave
produces 400x more interment revenue per space. All previously purchased
graves now allow 2-3 more urn interments thus attracting heirs who would
normally not buy at a cemetery as cremation makes a cemetery optional.
·         We have professional surveyors come to the cemetery and review maps and
recapture space that was lost or never used. All cemeteries have corners, or
pockets or space that were looked over.
·         We narrow or close roads with proper signage along with participation of a
Division of Cemeteries Investigator using processes defined by the Division to
secure new space.
·         Better, professional management of the endowment resulting in greater safety

of the endowment as well as better income of an endowment for all Forest
Lawn Group Cemeteries. With an endowment of $4,657 added to our $30+
million endowment, Forest Lawn would have to sell 46,570 grave spaces at
10%- this is becoming harder with cremation thus why we embrace cremation
as a proven sustainable model when marketed correctly and embraced at every
level in the organization.
·         Establishing local “Friends Groups” to engage locals in the cemetery as a local
resource of pride and activity.
·         Establishing a website that reaches out to far flung local families with heirs at
the cemetery for cremation options as described in #1 above.
·         Offering cremated pet interments. Also creating this option at the time of sale.
2. How can Forest Lawn reduce costs below $5k per year?

·         Professional and experienced mobile cemetery model. This is a very small and
manageable cemetery. A mobile cemetery operations crew can manage with
very little time commitment an no need for retained staff or cemetery
equipment expenses.
3. How can Forest Lawn increase income by $2k per year given the cemetery’s minimal level of
activity and available land?

·         Easily and proven by Forest Lawn’s over two decades of mergers. See #1
above. The Forest Lawn Board approved, management researched and
supported with Merger and Acquisition professionals hired as consultants to the
management team over three years ago to fully vet and deliver the cluster
strategy that have been approved by Forest Lawn has at its very roots, the
notion of: the more individual cemeteries in a cluster, the higher the revenues,
and the lower the cost to secure these revenues. All advertising is for all
cemeteries, one sales representative for all cemeteries, many public relations
events for and inclusive of all cemeteries, etc.
Further detail as follows as previously provided at cemetery meetings where Division
Staff may have been present:
Other proven strategies to not only survive, but to prosper in the late stage of an industry
life cycle…
Shifts to innovative business models
Innovative, business models are often also needed to adapt to emerging trends and to stop
declining revenues.
Examples: Forest Lawn easy payment policies, Expanded burial rights, Pet burials, free online

memorial pages (w/ photos & videos), “Disney-like” tours of the cemetery, free mobile app
Working harder and faster (more advertising) does not work. It keeps your head above water
a little longer, but is not sustainable.
Diversification
Other sources of revenues are opened up
Forest Lawn is continuing its strategy of mergers, but with an innovative twist of:

·         Creating groupings of multiple, geographically close cemeteries, a Cluster,
·         That achieve a critical mass of endowment and revenue dollars
·         Which can then be managed more effectively for revenue growth, economies
of scale and cost reduction.

·         Enables both growth in total revenue, and a reduction in expense per acre
·         Multiple, geographically spread locations draw business from a larger
population base
·         Injects new energy into a staid, stale business model for attracting and
developing new, younger employees for sustaining our business long-term
The Forest Lawn template for increasing revenues and ensuring the sustainability of your
cemetery

·         Develop unsurveyed access points, and reclaim places to add capacity
·         Expand the product offerings to provide more choice and increase
attractiveness in using the cemetery
·         Expand burial rights per grave prospectively and retrospectively for multiple
direct heirs to “come home” for burial
·         Pet burials
·         Dedicated areas for veterans, firemen, police
·         Other TBD – We will continue to innovate
·         Implement pre-need, no interest payment policies for ease of buying
·         Enable acceptance of credit and debit cards for ease of payment

·         Leverage website features to support the trend for online interactions
·         Operational policies designed to maintain cemetery attractiveness
·         Sustainable Trustees with decades of business, legal, banking, IT development
and professional experience vie for a board seat.
The Forest Lawn template for increasing revenues and ensuring the sustainability of your
cemetery
·         Actively connect with local veterans, police, and firemen organizations who still adhere to
rituals of burial
·         Communicate with local organizations - churches, government officials, fraternal
organizations, and prominent community members to weave the cemetery more closely into
the community fabric

o   Engage community volunteers/historic society (Friends of the Cemetery) to
bring people back to the cemetery
·         Increase share of mind via local history contributions to the community newspaper
·         Increase investment returns from endowments
·         Continue to professionalize management practices with an emphasis on managing to
standardized processes and achieving goals

o   The pricing structures, as well as rules and regulations for memorials, etc.
already in place at individual cemeteries will be honored, and will be
managed to ensure compliance with applicable regulatory and legal
requirements, as well as to fit with the sensibilities of the local community.
The Forest Lawn Template For Reducing Costs

·         The Cluster Model is critical to reducing costs
·         Base operating costs are spread over more acres thereby reducing cost per acre
·         Increased acreage facilitates operational economies of scale that further reduce
cost per acre
·         Combined endowments reduce financial management fees to improve returns

·         Our Lean Mobile Maintenance Model is another innovation that will reduce
capital investments and maintenance expenses
·         Leverages our investment in the Forest Lawn website for each cemetery

·         Low cost tool for marketing and engaging the target audience
·         Personal memorial pages enable connection with family members who are
increasingly more geographically dispersed
Operational Excellence

·         Each cemetery will be served by a trusted resource – Forest Lawn – with
proven and operating expertise and a sustainable board of experienced
professionals.

Forest Lawn’s depth of leadership and management will assure best-in-class:

·         Administration
·         Compliance with ever-increasing New York State regulations, annual filings,
etc.
·         Sales & marketing initiatives
·         Internet/website memorial pages and locate a loved one searches
·         Public relations program/Tours/Easter Sunrise Service, etc.
·         Rules & Regulations will be reviewed (or created) to ensure community
engagement & revenue growth while maintaining the unique elements of your
existing rules & regulations that your lot owners and community expect.

4. Please provide more detail as to access to records etc—I take it this cemetery doesn’t have an
office.
Cemetery Office

Quaker

No

Person Responsible
Name/ Age

Place Lot Owner Fire
Records Kept
Prevention

Alarms

At Carol and Paul
Griffen’s house
4899 Brown Rd.,
Leicester, NY
14481

House fire and Paul (70) and Carol (67)
CO detector
Griffen

Cardboard box

Confirming: Quaker Settlement Cemetery Association does not have an office

Forest Lawn; has the resources, staff, and experience to scan and digitize each merged
cemetery records thus making them accessible electronically and publicly. Just as
Forest Lawn has done with all its records. Much of the work will be done over the
phone and electronically as outlined in my previous response to this question. Please see
the response below on sales staff and hiring.
Presently all cemeteries being identified as merger cemeteries provide little or no access
to records other than to a minimal number of key volunteers who are often aged with
compromised health, without electronic skills and/or access. Often records are
haphazardly kept in volunteers’ private homes.
Forest Lawn’s proven records management system includes: state of the art archive
preservation and protection at the Margaret L. Wendt Center in Buffalo, NY with instant
access to interment and administration staff, as well as the public. Please note, this will
be the case for every merged cemetery, post-merger.
Post-Merger Process:

·         Several options available to patrons interested in purchasing when the Forest Lawn
Group merges with a cemetery:
o   they can drive into the cemetery or
o   go to the newly created website post-merger for each cemetery as is part of the
business merger plan and click on the various tiles listed on the title page (shop
for burial options, shop for cremation options AVAILABLE )
o   go to the merged cemeteries Facebook page
o   via email response from the merged cemetery
o   Live chat with the merged cemetery
o   Telephone the merged cemetery by reaching the Forest Lawn Central Office
which is available six days a week.
·         Communication for all of these avenues are manned 24/7/365 (as we do now with all
Forest Lawn Group cemeteries)
·         Forest Lawn will then deploy a paid employee who are protected by our errors and
omissions policy. The employees are trained, salaried, regional salespeople to the
cemetery who will help patrons make their selection.
·         Reduced the agreement to a signed contract at the sight: either paper based as of now,
or soon to be electronic with the September 2021 go live launch of our new
comprehensive cemetery operating system.
·         Forest Lawn Group (once the merged cemetery is on board) accepts all types of
payments: cash, check, credit card, debit card, wire transfer, bank transfer, etc.
·         The customer receives a counter-signed binding contract as well as a numbered

receipt for the down payment. Payment options include:
o   In full
o   Half down with interest free monthly installments
o   10% down with interest free monthly installments
·         Interest free installment is an option. The terms of the contract are disclosed and
signed by the customer who are also provided with:
o   Required Disclosures
o   the Rules and Regulations
o   the Memorialization privilege form (marker options are displayed as a diagram)
that is scanned and signed to avoid any confusion
This is done with hard paper copies and wet signatures (and soon to be electronic
signatures).
·         The customer leaves with a signed contract, receipt for the down payment, Rules and
Regulations as well as a diagram of the memorialization privilege.
·         The cemetery copy is then electronically sent to Forest Lawn’s main office for administration
and finance procession. A second copy of all paperwork is signed by an officer and return to
the customer the following business day either electronically or in the mail.

From: Polishook, Lewis (DOS) [mailto:Lewis.Polishook@dos.ny.gov]
Sent: Thursday, September 09, 2021 5:06 PM
To: David F. Fleming <dff@fwc-law.com>
Cc: Young, Alicia (DOS) <Alicia.Young@dos.ny.gov>; DeYoung, Karen KD (DOS)
<Karen.DeYoung@dos.ny.gov>
Subject: Quaker Settlement
Our questions:
1. There is less than a quarter of an acre left for development and sale. How will this benefit
Forest Lawn?
2. How can Forest Lawn reduce costs below $5k per year?
3. How can Forest Lawn increase income by $2k per year given the cemetery’s minimal level of
activity and available land?
4. Please provide more detail as to access to records etc—I take it this cemetery doesn’t have an
office.
Thx

-LP

EXHIBIT 5

EXHIBIT 6

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

David F. Fleming
Polishook, Lewis (DOS)
Quaker Settlement Merger Document Exhibits and Responses
Thursday, December 16, 2021 3:01:28 PM
image001.png
Quaker Settlement Merger Document Exhibits.pdf

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Good afternoon, Mr. Polishook. The following and attached represent answers to your questions of
December 8, 2021 related to the proposed merger of Quaker Settlement and Forest Lawn.
Please see responses to the Division’s questions in green. Where supporting documentation is
provided, that materials is attached and highlighted in blue.
I stand ready to provide any further information you may require.
Thank you.
David Fleming

Questions:
1. In accordance with 1506(c), did Forest Lawn receive consent from Erie County to merge?
·         No as Quaker Settlement Association resides in Wyoming County.  
·         In follow up to this question, we did send municipal letters to all towns and villages
of cemeteries and received notification receipts for those letters.
2. Forest Lawn repeatedly mentions in its applications that the consolidation strengthens
Forest Lawn’s overall financial position. How is this the case with Quaker Settlement which
has .24 of undeveloped land, operates with near-none activity and at a very narrow
margin, and has only $5,000 +/- in its Permanent Maintenance fund?
·         Consolidation with Quaker Settlement strengthens Forest Lawn’s overall financial
position through the PM: Grave Sales Ratio Formula whereby for every $1,000 worth
of Quaker Settlement’s PM, Forest Lawn would have to sell $10,000 worth of graves
to equal that amount (since 10% of every grave sale goes to the PM). That means
that Forest Lawn would have to sell $50,000 worth of graves to equal the amount
that Quaker Settlement’s PM provides via this merger- a significant influx of money
to the PM fund.
·         Additionally, our Shared Services Model (AKA Cluster Model) sets the business
matrix to allow for the easy assumption of smaller minimal care and maintenance
cemeteries with available grave space, to be merged with neighboring cluster
cemeteries. This relieves the Town Supervisor and the taxpayers from inevitable
abandonment and provides professional care and maintenance for the
community and local cemeteries as a whole.
3. Forest Lawn states (in page 2 of their cover letter that accompanied their application) that
sales are expected to increase modestly by $10,000 over the next five years. Forest Lawn
also states (in page 5 of their application and in response to 1506-d(1)) that Quaker is

projected to have a modest net income of $10,000 over the next 5 years. Exhibit T,
Financial Analysis, does not support either of these claims.
·         The comments on sales increase is incorrect. Sales are consistently $5-6K per year.
The net income for the 5-year projection totals $10,202.
4. Forest Lawn implies in their application (page 6) that Quaker Settlement is at risk of
abandonment due to “struggling operations” but there is no evidence of this in their
financials as they continuously operate at a small surplus and have a healthy General Fund
with minimal annual expenses. Explain.
·         Quaker Settlement, like most rural regulated, not-for-profit cemeteries, does not have a
succession plan. Aging volunteer boards cannot and will not be responsible for the
ongoing NYS requirements towards serving as a volunteer director (including annual
reports, etc.) As the Division well knows, the so-called “younger generation” does not
have the time or inclination to replace these individuals on the board, so abandonment
is clear and eventual. Therefore, in this case Quaker’s struggling operations are driven
by the lack of sustainable volunteer management and not finances.
·         The cemetery is well cared for and neatly kept.
5. What will Forest Lawn charge for services at Quaker Settlement post-merger? Will they
have different rates based on the cemetery? How will existing lot owners be protected
from substantial increases at the time of future interment?  
·         Considering the challenges cemeteries are facing (cremation, people not lining up to
buy graves, societal changes, etc.), Forest Lawn finds raising burial space prices at
this time inappropriate and makes it clear in our PowerPoint presentation
distributed at both board and lot owners meetings, that we will not raise prices at
this time.
However, Forest Lawn also makes it clear that service fees will go up by the state’s
annual allowed ECI. Pricing is addressed on two pages of that PowerPoint. Attached
page 16 states that “pricing structures already in place at individual cemeteries will
be honored, and will be managed to ensure compliance with regulatory and legal
requirements” and attached page 19 affirms that “the pricing structures, as well as
rules and regulations for memorials, etc. already in place at individual cemeteries
will be honored...”
6. Exhibit I included photos of a notice (for a 7/22/21 meeting) posted to a gate. Where was
this photo taken and when was it posted? Are these on Forest Lawn or Quaker Settlement
grounds?
·         Quaker Settlement photo dated 7/22/2021 was posted on the grounds of the
Quaker Settlement Cemetery Association and photographed on 5/7/2021 as
notification for their lot owners meeting.
7. Exhibit J included evidence of a publication in Batavia Newspapers in October/November
2018. The copy of the Notice that was advertised was cut off. Please provide a full copy of
this publication.
I. The affidavit is attached. The notice ran in the Country Courier for three

consecutive weeks: July 1, 8, 15 of 2021. The lot owners meeting for Quaker
Settlement was held on July 22, 2021.
Was additional notice published prior to the special meeting with Quaker
Settlement lot owners held on 7/22/21?
I. Yes. Notices were sent by mail. There is no website for this cemetery. Attached
are copies of the notice, bulk mailing receipt and notarized affirmation of
mailing. Please note that the mailing for this cemetery was part of a larger batch
mailing.
8. Exhibit T, Financial Projections:
We need Forest Lawn to provide estimates for Quaker Settlement’s burial
projections post-merger.
I. We cannot with any accuracy provide burial projections post-merger as postmerger burial projections will be impacted by such factors as COVID, cremation,
burial rights per grave, advertising, community engagement, etc. Rather, what is
reasonable to do is to estimate Interment fees using a 5-year average interment
revenue, and then increasing the average interment fee revenue by 2% (ECI)
each year. As the table below illustrates, in the course of three years Quaker did
not have many burials/cremations. That is why we do not estimate post-merger
burial numbers and why we can only project post-merger service fee income
increase.

i.                     Burials past three years:
2020: total burials 1 (1 body/0 cremations)
2019: total burials 0
2018: total burials 0
Additionally, to conservatively support our projected service fee generated
revenues, Quaker Settlement currently allows 2 burials per lot. Forest
Lawn’s policy, that was shared with Quaker’s board and lot owners, allows
4 burials – 4 urns, or 1 casket and 3 urns.
We need an updated Financial Analysis. The analysis provided is outdated and uses
2018-2021 in projections.
                                                        I.            This attached analysis projection utilizes actual results through the most
recent fiscal year 2020. Projection is for 2021-2025.
Revenue, in general:
I.            Forest Lawn claims a 35% increase in sales. Even with projected sales
increase, overall revenue is less than last 3 years’ results. Explain.
Ø 35% increase in sales is a one-time increase in year one. Subsequent
years are conservative in comparison. Forest Lawn’s experience in

                                                       

previous cemetery mergers have been much more significant as
indicated in the Mergers and Acquisitions Historical Sales document.
The increase in sales volume at a newly merged cemetery will be
achieved as it always has been, through the “new broom effect”:
a)      Pre-need options for grave sales that includes the ability
to pay overtime which is currently unavailable to
Quaker Settlement, inclusive of no-interest payments vs
the current option of payment in full by cash or check.
b)      Forest Lawn accepts debit and credit cards vs accepting
only cash or check which are the only options presently
allowed at Quaker Settlement for both at-need and preneed sales.
c)       Immediate access to sales staff that will be hired within
the community.
d)      Introducing effective and proven targeted advertising to
build community awareness including, placemats at
local diners, local community papers, senior citizens
newsletters, history tours of the cemetery, various
social media platforms such as Facebook, and most
importantly, a website for Quaker Settlement with
24/7/365 phone/email/text, answered by trained Forest
Lawn staff.
·         Service fees: Our increase in service fees is derived from the annual
ECI.
·         Foundations: Pre-need and at-need sales will result in an increase in
foundation fees because families want to purchase monuments to
identify their loved ones.
Ø Forest Lawn has a full-time memorial staff person to work
exclusively with families and monument builders to assure a
smooth and easy foundation installation and collection of
fees.
                                                     

II.            We would like to see the basis for their estimates for grave sales
and interment fees.
·         Basis for these estimates came from the following assumptions:
Interments assumed one per year. Projection assumes one grave sale in
first two years and two sales in years three through five.

                                                   

III.            What was the previous Miscellaneous Income derived from and
why is it being eliminated?
·            Previous Miscellaneous Income was derived from The NYS Division of
Cemeteries Report which does not include detail on the nature of the
revenue. To lend conservatism to the revenue estimate, none was
assumed going forward.

                                                   

IV.            Have the long-standing donors been notified of the proposed merger
and did they commit to continuing their donations post-merger? Does
Forest Lawn intend to fundraise for Quaker Settlement cemetery postmerger?
§   Continued commitment of donors is encouraged. All lot owners were
mailed notification of the lot owners meeting. Additionally, notice was
prominently posted at the cemetery and in a local newspaper for three
consecutive weeks and lot owners were given the opportunity to ask
questions during the lot owners meeting.
§   As for fundraising, our Forest Lawn Heritage Foundation, a 501(c )3 has
discussed with the Trustees and lot owners about a managed and
formal grant and testamentary bequest program for community
members and lot owners who are favorably disposed to providing
gifts, capital projects, beautification, etc. to the cemetery.

V.           What is the basis for interest & dividend predictions? Quaker Settlement
reported an average of $36 in prior 5 years. Forest Lawn projected a
quadruple increase of $163 in year one.

§ PM Interest and dividends are based on annual board approved
benchmarks and set in cooperation by independent professional
investment advisors. These results and benchmarks are
reviewed quarterly by Trustees. The Investment Policy
Statement provides 3.25% minimum annual return. Whether
funds are comingled or not, the minimum income is 3.25%.
  

d. Expenditures, we need the basis for expenditures provided. Forest Lawn states that
the overall expenditures will be reduced. Some expenses are lowered, but with new
ones added, the expenses are in line with total expenses in previous years with no
real savings (removing Year 1 from the comparison due to a one-time donation).
§ Expenses are taken from the Annual Report filed with the Division of
Cemeteries. They are minimal at a small one-acre cemetery.
i. How would Forest Lawn realize a reduction of nearly 50% in
maintenance and mowing costs?
·         There is not cost savings demonstrated in the projection. The
maintenance & mowing costs have been updated to current actual cost.
At $2,800 per year, it is 14% greater than the five-year average. In
years two through five, it is increased 2% per year.

                                                                      

ii.      Why would insurance decrease for Quaker Settlement, whereas Forest
Lawn projected an increase with other cemeteries?
·         We don’t know why the insurance decreased for Quaker Settlement.
That was a decision made by Quaker. However, Forest Lawn takes a
very conservative approach towards protection of its assets and thus
purchases insurances that the board feels is appropriate and consistent

                                                             

with Forest Lawn’s.
iii.      There is no estimate for utility costs. Explain.
·         No building, no electrical, no sewer, no utilities.

                                                            

iv.      There is a one-time cost in year-1 for Website/Memorial Pages of $800.
The estimate for Griffins Mills was $250 and Attica was $800. Explain how
Quaker and Attica have similar sized projects.
·         Forest Lawn has determined they should increase the website
development costs for Quaker Settlement to $800.

                                                           

                                           

i.            Does Forest Lawn not expect there to be a cost for continued website
activity, use and maintenance?
·         No, creating the website (which then allows online access to the
Memorial Pages) is a one-time expense.
v.      What is included in Advertising costs and what does Forest Lawn
expect the return on investment to be?
·         Promotion of this small cemetery will not require more than a
modest incremental investment. We anticipate utilizing social media,
Facebook, local print publications, signage, event
sponsorship/involvement, and perhaps targeted direct mail to reach
the population in this rural market. Given the modest expenditure,
we anticipate a very robust positive ROI, and just a few incremental
sales will offset the expenditures.

                                                             

vi.      Is $100/year a realistic Administrative allocation cost, from year 1, to
perform Quaker Settlement’s services and provide 24/7 support?
·         Thank you for bringing this to our attention. This is now an accounting
change, and we no longer use this assumption. It has been removed
from the analysis projection. All administration will be handled by
existing Forest Lawn staff using Forest Lawn Group’s new comprehensive
operating system, Beyond Pro, and Sage 300 accounting software
designed to manage multiple cemetery operations.

                                                           

vii.      Was the cost to digitize and organize Quaker Settlement’s records
included in projections?
·         No – Forest Lawn will use existing staff and its professional scanning
equipment in our Margaret L. Wendt Archive and Resource Center to
digitize and organize records (as has been done with previous
mergers).

                                                          

General Questions:
1. Can Forest Lawn provide an analysis of their Permanent Maintenance fund to support their

claim that they can support their current and “newly acquired” cemeteries maintenance
needs in perpetuity?
·         We don’t believe that the Division of Cemeteries or its accounting staff is able to
provide guidance to support the notion that any regulated cemetery in NYS has a
formula for sufficient PM funds to support the promise of perpetual care.
·         However, Quaker Settlement and all of the candidate merger cemeteries assuredly
do not have enough PM to support the promise of perpetual care. Combining their
PM with Forest Lawn’s $31 million assures the best likelihood of perpetual care for
the Quaker Settlement Cemetery Association and all target cemeteries and provides
Forest Lawn with tremendous and otherwise unattainable injection of Permanent
Maintenance restricted dollars. Example: Quaker Settlement (as of the 2020 report
to the Division, has $4,657 in PM. Forest Lawn would have to sell $46,570 in grave
sales in one year in order to equal the present value of the $4,657 PM capital
injection through this merger.
2. Can Forest Lawn provide financial reports to support their claim that they have
successfully increased sales and revenues and decreased expenses for other cemeteries of
similar size that they have previously merged with?
Ø Forest Lawn’s Mergers and Acquisitions Historical Sales Increases document supports the
claim. The increase in sales volume at a newly merged cemetery will be achieved as it
always has been, through the “new broom effect”:
a)      Pre-need options for grave sales that includes the ability to pay
overtime which is currently unavailable to Attica, inclusive of no-interest
payments vs the current option of payment in full by cash or check.
b)      Forest Lawn accepts debit and credit cards vs accepting only cash or
check which are the only options presently allowed at Attica for both atneed and pre-need sales.
c)       Immediate access to sales staff that will be hired within the community.
(Post-merger, Forest Lawn will engage with Attica trustees who have
expressed an interest in providing sales help on a part-time basis).
d)      Introducing effective and proven targeted advertising to build
community awareness including, placemats at local diners, local
community papers, senior citizens newsletters, history tours of the
cemetery, various social media platforms such as Facebook, and most
importantly, a website for Attica with 24/7/365 phone/email/text,
answered by trained Forest Lawn staff.
3. How will Forest Lawn solicit input from lot owners and the local community in the
continued operation of Quaker Settlement? One idea we have considered is an advisory
board or panel of local lot owners/ other “notables.”   
·         Quaker Settlement, like all target cemeteries, report that they seldom have many lot
owners at their annual meeting. Often, these cemeteries don’t have any lot owners

in attendance which is typical for both NYS regulated and non NYS cemeteries.
·         Virtual Lot Owners’ meetings will be held where any and all lot owners would be
able to attend via Zoom. The Zoom meeting will be facilitated by current Forest
Lawn IT staff able to bring equipment and skills to any local building. Access to this
equipment allows for anyone to attend and fully participate even if they don’t have
access to technology.
·         Forest Lawn will be opening many new channels of communication with lot owners
and the community, which will give lot owners many more opportunities to share
their opinions, concerns, and general feedback with us. These include:
Ø A website for Quaker Settlement (none exists today) that will give lot owners
and the community ready access to information about what’s happening at
Quaker Settlement and a channel to provide feedback through the site’s
email.
Ø Social media platforms such as Facebook, Instagram, Google Reviews, Google
Business page, etc. provides online opportunities for feedback/reviews, and
customer satisfaction surveys.
Ø The PowerPoint (approved by Lewis Polishook three years ago) distributed to
each trustee, lot owner, and Division of Cemeteries representative present
at the Lot Owner’s meetings clearly states (and verbalized at those lot owner
meetings), that Forest Lawn will develop a local “Friends of Quaker
Settlement Cemetery Association” group who will meet at a local venue
(church, hall, etc.) with beverages and snacks provided by Forest Lawn a
minimum of twice annually to seek input, garner support, launch scouting
and veterans programs, etc. Forest Lawn has also made it clear that should
the “Friends” organization not have community support the value and
expense for this program will be reassessed.
Ø A variety of events and activities (some on-site and some virtual) to which all
will be welcomed. These include commemoration ceremonies (Memorial
Day, Veterans Day, etc.), “Town Hall” meetings in which we answer the
public’s questions about “death care”, and virtual or in-person workshops
(dependent on seasonality and COVID) that are designed to help navigate
our Memorial Page, etc.
4. Does Forest Lawn intend to maintain separate accounting records for each cemetery it
acquires so they can report on them individually and monitor results as needed?
Forest Lawn maintains month to date and year to date consolidated income
statements and balance sheets. Forest Lawn has the ability to review revenue and
expense by cemetery.   

5. Can Forest Lawn provide an attestation that they have effectively identified, disclosed, and
managed any conflicts of interest and related party transactions?
·         Yes, attached you will find an Attestation from Forest Lawn stating that it has
identified, disclosed, and managed conflicts of interest and related party
transactions.

David F. Fleming, Jr.
Chief Operating Officer
Featherstonhaugh, Wiley & Clyne, LLP
111 Washington Avenue, Suite 501
Albany, NY 12210
(518) 436-0786 Ext. 437
Fax: (518) 427-0452
dff@fwc-law.com
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